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Cross-chain Transactions

• An exchange protocol for general cross-chain transaction 
graphs with sequenced and off-chain steps.


• Guarantees uniformity and end-to-end security properties.


• A tool that automatically generates the smart contracts


• Complexity of finding the minimum leader set
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Three-phase Protocol
THREE-PHASE PROTOCOL (3PP)
P1 . Phase 1: Contract Creation
P2 if (the party is a leader)
P3 Issue all the outgoing contracts.
P4 Wait for all the incoming contracts and validate them;
P5 on invalid incoming contracts, stop.
P6 if (the party is a representative source)
P7 Wait for messages from all representative sinks.
P8 else . the party is a follower

P9 Wait for all the incoming contracts and validate them;
P10 on invalid contracts, stop.
P11 Issue all the outgoing contracts.
P12 if (the party is a representative sink)
P13 Send messages to all representative sources.
P14 . Phase 2: Release and Propagation of Secrets
P15 if (the party is in the feedback vertex set)
P16 Release the secret on the incoming contracts.
P17 Apply every secret that appears on the
P18 outgoing contracts on the incoming contracts.
P19 . Phase 3: Relay and Propagation of Secrets
P20 if (the party is a representative source)
P21 Upon receipt of a secret, pass it to pseudo-sinks.
P22 else
P23 Apply secrets that are received from sources and
P24 from outgoing contracts to incoming contracts.

Fig. 4. Three-phase Transaction Protocol (3PP). The feedback vertex set, and
the representative sources and sinks are given by the market-clearing service.
The leader set is a feedback vertex set and representative sources.

assemble a transaction. Then, it analyses the transaction graph
to find the leaders. It sends to the parties their roles (i.e. leader,
follower, etc.), the parties that they will directly trade with and
the hash values for the leaders. Then, the parties can execute
the transaction with no coordination from the clearing service.
Further, the parties do not need to trust the clearing service as
they can check the validity of the contracts that they receive.

As we saw earlier, general transaction graphs may not be
strongly connected and may have sources or sinks. Thus, if the
contract creation starts from the feedback vertex set, it does
not necessarily propagate to all vertices and some contracts
may not be created. In particular, source vertices are not in
the feedback vertex set and do not have any incoming edges.
Therefore, contract creation does not propagate to sources.
Further, we note that parties can protect their outgoing assets
in two ways. The first is to be a leader, generate a secret, lock
the contract with its hash and keep the secret. The second
is to wait for all incoming contracts and then publish the
outgoing contracts with the same hashes collected from the
incoming contracts. Sources do not have any incoming edges.
Thus, the only way to protect their outgoing assets is to
include them in the leader set. More generally, a graph may
not have source vertices but its condensation has super-source
vertices. The vertices in a super-vertex are strongly connected
and are reachable from each other. We call a vertex in a
super-source, a pseudo-source. The market clearing service
can choose an arbitrary pseudo-source in each super-source
as a representative source. The leader set should include the
representative sources in addition to the feedback vertex set.

Fig. 4 presents the three phase protocol (3PP). In the first
phase, the contracts are created. In the second phase, leaders
in the feedback vertex set release their secrets and the secrets

are propagated. In the third phase the representative sources
send the collected secrets to the representative sinks and the
secrets are fully propagated.

Contract Creation. In the first phase (lines P1-P13) the
leaders issue their outgoing contracts (lines P2-P3) and wait
for their incoming contracts (line P4). A follower issues
outgoing contracts from himself once he observes all the
incoming contracts to him (lines P8-P11). Each party validates
its incoming contracts. The contracts should be paying the
right amount and protected by the hash values of the leaders.
Parties proceed only if the validation is successful (lines P5

and P10). Every contract is created with a timeout to return the
escrowed assets to the original owner if the transaction does
not proceed as expected. We will consider how the timeout
values are calculated after we see the structure of the protocol.

Representative sources kick-start the propagation in the
super-sources. Further, the order tie in cycles is broken by the
feedback vertex set and the representative sources. Therefore,
if all the parties comply with the protocol, contract creation
eventually propagates to the whole graph and all the contracts
are issued. However, the protocol looks out for deviation.
Before releasing the secrets in the next phases, the leaders
wait to receive their expected incoming contracts (line P4).
They stop if the incoming contracts are invalid (line P5). To
make sure that the contract creation has propagated throughout
the graph, representative sources wait and move to the next
phase only after sinks notify that they have received their
incoming contracts. More precisely, general graphs have super-
sinks. The market clearing service can choose an arbitrary
pseudo-sink in each super-sink as a representative sink. If
the representative sink can observe its incoming contracts,
the enclosing super-sink should have received its incoming
contracts. Further, as the vertices in a super-vertex are strongly
connected and are reachable from each other, the other pseudo-
sink vertices in the super-sink will eventually receive their
incoming contracts. Therefore, before moving to the next
phase, the representative sources wait to receive messages
from representative sinks (lines P6-P7). The representative
sinks send a message to the representative sources when
they receive their incoming contracts (lines P12-P13). The
representative sources authenticate their received messages
to ascertain the identity of the senders, using orthogonal
cryptographic mechanisms.

Secret Release and Propagation. In the second phase, the
secrets of the feedback vertex set are released and propagated

(lines P14-P18). In the first phase, the feedback vertex set has
observed that their expected incoming contracts are created.
Thus, they release their secrets on their incoming contracts
(lines P15-P16). Parties monitor their outgoing contracts. If a
party observes that a secret is applied to one of her outgoing
contracts, she applies it to her incoming contracts (lines P17-
P18). Parties have the incentive to apply secrets to their incom-
ing contracts to receive the assets. Therefore, the secret of each
leader in the feedback vertex set propagates from her to parties
reachable in the reverse order of contracts. To commit the
transaction, all of its contracts should be triggered. Therefore,
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and P10). Every contract is created with a timeout to return the
escrowed assets to the original owner if the transaction does
not proceed as expected. We will consider how the timeout
values are calculated after we see the structure of the protocol.

Representative sources kick-start the propagation in the
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sinks. The market clearing service can choose an arbitrary
pseudo-sink in each super-sink as a representative sink. If
the representative sink can observe its incoming contracts,
the enclosing super-sink should have received its incoming
contracts. Further, as the vertices in a super-vertex are strongly
connected and are reachable from each other, the other pseudo-
sink vertices in the super-sink will eventually receive their
incoming contracts. Therefore, before moving to the next
phase, the representative sources wait to receive messages
from representative sinks (lines P6-P7). The representative
sinks send a message to the representative sources when
they receive their incoming contracts (lines P12-P13). The
representative sources authenticate their received messages
to ascertain the identity of the senders, using orthogonal
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Secret Release and Propagation. In the second phase, the
secrets of the feedback vertex set are released and propagated

(lines P14-P18). In the first phase, the feedback vertex set has
observed that their expected incoming contracts are created.
Thus, they release their secrets on their incoming contracts
(lines P15-P16). Parties monitor their outgoing contracts. If a
party observes that a secret is applied to one of her outgoing
contracts, she applies it to her incoming contracts (lines P17-
P18). Parties have the incentive to apply secrets to their incom-
ing contracts to receive the assets. Therefore, the secret of each
leader in the feedback vertex set propagates from her to parties
reachable in the reverse order of contracts. To commit the
transaction, all of its contracts should be triggered. Therefore,
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not proceed as expected. We will consider how the timeout
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make sure that the contract creation has propagated throughout
the graph, representative sources wait and move to the next
phase only after sinks notify that they have received their
incoming contracts. More precisely, general graphs have super-
sinks. The market clearing service can choose an arbitrary
pseudo-sink in each super-sink as a representative sink. If
the representative sink can observe its incoming contracts,
the enclosing super-sink should have received its incoming
contracts. Further, as the vertices in a super-vertex are strongly
connected and are reachable from each other, the other pseudo-
sink vertices in the super-sink will eventually receive their
incoming contracts. Therefore, before moving to the next
phase, the representative sources wait to receive messages
from representative sinks (lines P6-P7). The representative
sinks send a message to the representative sources when
they receive their incoming contracts (lines P12-P13). The
representative sources authenticate their received messages
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(lines P14-P18). In the first phase, the feedback vertex set has
observed that their expected incoming contracts are created.
Thus, they release their secrets on their incoming contracts
(lines P15-P16). Parties monitor their outgoing contracts. If a
party observes that a secret is applied to one of her outgoing
contracts, she applies it to her incoming contracts (lines P17-
P18). Parties have the incentive to apply secrets to their incom-
ing contracts to receive the assets. Therefore, the secret of each
leader in the feedback vertex set propagates from her to parties
reachable in the reverse order of contracts. To commit the
transaction, all of its contracts should be triggered. Therefore,
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the contract with its hash and keep the secret. The second
is to wait for all incoming contracts and then publish the
outgoing contracts with the same hashes collected from the
incoming contracts. Sources do not have any incoming edges.
Thus, the only way to protect their outgoing assets is to
include them in the leader set. More generally, a graph may
not have source vertices but its condensation has super-source
vertices. The vertices in a super-vertex are strongly connected
and are reachable from each other. We call a vertex in a
super-source, a pseudo-source. The market clearing service
can choose an arbitrary pseudo-source in each super-source
as a representative source. The leader set should include the
representative sources in addition to the feedback vertex set.

Fig. 4 presents the three phase protocol (3PP). In the first
phase, the contracts are created. In the second phase, leaders
in the feedback vertex set release their secrets and the secrets

are propagated. In the third phase the representative sources
send the collected secrets to the representative sinks and the
secrets are fully propagated.

Contract Creation. In the first phase (lines P1-P13) the
leaders issue their outgoing contracts (lines P2-P3) and wait
for their incoming contracts (line P4). A follower issues
outgoing contracts from himself once he observes all the
incoming contracts to him (lines P8-P11). Each party validates
its incoming contracts. The contracts should be paying the
right amount and protected by the hash values of the leaders.
Parties proceed only if the validation is successful (lines P5

and P10). Every contract is created with a timeout to return the
escrowed assets to the original owner if the transaction does
not proceed as expected. We will consider how the timeout
values are calculated after we see the structure of the protocol.

Representative sources kick-start the propagation in the
super-sources. Further, the order tie in cycles is broken by the
feedback vertex set and the representative sources. Therefore,
if all the parties comply with the protocol, contract creation
eventually propagates to the whole graph and all the contracts
are issued. However, the protocol looks out for deviation.
Before releasing the secrets in the next phases, the leaders
wait to receive their expected incoming contracts (line P4).
They stop if the incoming contracts are invalid (line P5). To
make sure that the contract creation has propagated throughout
the graph, representative sources wait and move to the next
phase only after sinks notify that they have received their
incoming contracts. More precisely, general graphs have super-
sinks. The market clearing service can choose an arbitrary
pseudo-sink in each super-sink as a representative sink. If
the representative sink can observe its incoming contracts,
the enclosing super-sink should have received its incoming
contracts. Further, as the vertices in a super-vertex are strongly
connected and are reachable from each other, the other pseudo-
sink vertices in the super-sink will eventually receive their
incoming contracts. Therefore, before moving to the next
phase, the representative sources wait to receive messages
from representative sinks (lines P6-P7). The representative
sinks send a message to the representative sources when
they receive their incoming contracts (lines P12-P13). The
representative sources authenticate their received messages
to ascertain the identity of the senders, using orthogonal
cryptographic mechanisms.

Secret Release and Propagation. In the second phase, the
secrets of the feedback vertex set are released and propagated

(lines P14-P18). In the first phase, the feedback vertex set has
observed that their expected incoming contracts are created.
Thus, they release their secrets on their incoming contracts
(lines P15-P16). Parties monitor their outgoing contracts. If a
party observes that a secret is applied to one of her outgoing
contracts, she applies it to her incoming contracts (lines P17-
P18). Parties have the incentive to apply secrets to their incom-
ing contracts to receive the assets. Therefore, the secret of each
leader in the feedback vertex set propagates from her to parties
reachable in the reverse order of contracts. To commit the
transaction, all of its contracts should be triggered. Therefore,
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Three-phase Protocol
THREE-PHASE PROTOCOL (3PP)
P1 . Phase 1: Contract Creation
P2 if (the party is a leader)
P3 Issue all the outgoing contracts.
P4 Wait for all the incoming contracts and validate them;
P5 on invalid incoming contracts, stop.
P6 if (the party is a representative source)
P7 Wait for messages from all representative sinks.
P8 else . the party is a follower

P9 Wait for all the incoming contracts and validate them;
P10 on invalid contracts, stop.
P11 Issue all the outgoing contracts.
P12 if (the party is a representative sink)
P13 Send messages to all representative sources.
P14 . Phase 2: Release and Propagation of Secrets
P15 if (the party is in the feedback vertex set)
P16 Release the secret on the incoming contracts.
P17 Apply every secret that appears on the
P18 outgoing contracts on the incoming contracts.
P19 . Phase 3: Relay and Propagation of Secrets
P20 if (the party is a representative source)
P21 Upon receipt of a secret, pass it to pseudo-sinks.
P22 else
P23 Apply secrets that are received from sources and
P24 from outgoing contracts to incoming contracts.

Fig. 4. Three-phase Transaction Protocol (3PP). The feedback vertex set, and
the representative sources and sinks are given by the market-clearing service.
The leader set is a feedback vertex set and representative sources.

assemble a transaction. Then, it analyses the transaction graph
to find the leaders. It sends to the parties their roles (i.e. leader,
follower, etc.), the parties that they will directly trade with and
the hash values for the leaders. Then, the parties can execute
the transaction with no coordination from the clearing service.
Further, the parties do not need to trust the clearing service as
they can check the validity of the contracts that they receive.

As we saw earlier, general transaction graphs may not be
strongly connected and may have sources or sinks. Thus, if the
contract creation starts from the feedback vertex set, it does
not necessarily propagate to all vertices and some contracts
may not be created. In particular, source vertices are not in
the feedback vertex set and do not have any incoming edges.
Therefore, contract creation does not propagate to sources.
Further, we note that parties can protect their outgoing assets
in two ways. The first is to be a leader, generate a secret, lock
the contract with its hash and keep the secret. The second
is to wait for all incoming contracts and then publish the
outgoing contracts with the same hashes collected from the
incoming contracts. Sources do not have any incoming edges.
Thus, the only way to protect their outgoing assets is to
include them in the leader set. More generally, a graph may
not have source vertices but its condensation has super-source
vertices. The vertices in a super-vertex are strongly connected
and are reachable from each other. We call a vertex in a
super-source, a pseudo-source. The market clearing service
can choose an arbitrary pseudo-source in each super-source
as a representative source. The leader set should include the
representative sources in addition to the feedback vertex set.

Fig. 4 presents the three phase protocol (3PP). In the first
phase, the contracts are created. In the second phase, leaders
in the feedback vertex set release their secrets and the secrets

are propagated. In the third phase the representative sources
send the collected secrets to the representative sinks and the
secrets are fully propagated.

Contract Creation. In the first phase (lines P1-P13) the
leaders issue their outgoing contracts (lines P2-P3) and wait
for their incoming contracts (line P4). A follower issues
outgoing contracts from himself once he observes all the
incoming contracts to him (lines P8-P11). Each party validates
its incoming contracts. The contracts should be paying the
right amount and protected by the hash values of the leaders.
Parties proceed only if the validation is successful (lines P5

and P10). Every contract is created with a timeout to return the
escrowed assets to the original owner if the transaction does
not proceed as expected. We will consider how the timeout
values are calculated after we see the structure of the protocol.

Representative sources kick-start the propagation in the
super-sources. Further, the order tie in cycles is broken by the
feedback vertex set and the representative sources. Therefore,
if all the parties comply with the protocol, contract creation
eventually propagates to the whole graph and all the contracts
are issued. However, the protocol looks out for deviation.
Before releasing the secrets in the next phases, the leaders
wait to receive their expected incoming contracts (line P4).
They stop if the incoming contracts are invalid (line P5). To
make sure that the contract creation has propagated throughout
the graph, representative sources wait and move to the next
phase only after sinks notify that they have received their
incoming contracts. More precisely, general graphs have super-
sinks. The market clearing service can choose an arbitrary
pseudo-sink in each super-sink as a representative sink. If
the representative sink can observe its incoming contracts,
the enclosing super-sink should have received its incoming
contracts. Further, as the vertices in a super-vertex are strongly
connected and are reachable from each other, the other pseudo-
sink vertices in the super-sink will eventually receive their
incoming contracts. Therefore, before moving to the next
phase, the representative sources wait to receive messages
from representative sinks (lines P6-P7). The representative
sinks send a message to the representative sources when
they receive their incoming contracts (lines P12-P13). The
representative sources authenticate their received messages
to ascertain the identity of the senders, using orthogonal
cryptographic mechanisms.

Secret Release and Propagation. In the second phase, the
secrets of the feedback vertex set are released and propagated

(lines P14-P18). In the first phase, the feedback vertex set has
observed that their expected incoming contracts are created.
Thus, they release their secrets on their incoming contracts
(lines P15-P16). Parties monitor their outgoing contracts. If a
party observes that a secret is applied to one of her outgoing
contracts, she applies it to her incoming contracts (lines P17-
P18). Parties have the incentive to apply secrets to their incom-
ing contracts to receive the assets. Therefore, the secret of each
leader in the feedback vertex set propagates from her to parties
reachable in the reverse order of contracts. To commit the
transaction, all of its contracts should be triggered. Therefore,
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Three-phase Protocol
THREE-PHASE PROTOCOL (3PP)
P1 . Phase 1: Contract Creation
P2 if (the party is a leader)
P3 Issue all the outgoing contracts.
P4 Wait for all the incoming contracts and validate them;
P5 on invalid incoming contracts, stop.
P6 if (the party is a representative source)
P7 Wait for messages from all representative sinks.
P8 else . the party is a follower

P9 Wait for all the incoming contracts and validate them;
P10 on invalid contracts, stop.
P11 Issue all the outgoing contracts.
P12 if (the party is a representative sink)
P13 Send messages to all representative sources.
P14 . Phase 2: Release and Propagation of Secrets
P15 if (the party is in the feedback vertex set)
P16 Release the secret on the incoming contracts.
P17 Apply every secret that appears on the
P18 outgoing contracts on the incoming contracts.
P19 . Phase 3: Relay and Propagation of Secrets
P20 if (the party is a representative source)
P21 Upon receipt of a secret, pass it to pseudo-sinks.
P22 else
P23 Apply secrets that are received from sources and
P24 from outgoing contracts to incoming contracts.

Fig. 4. Three-phase Transaction Protocol (3PP). The feedback vertex set, and
the representative sources and sinks are given by the market-clearing service.
The leader set is a feedback vertex set and representative sources.

assemble a transaction. Then, it analyses the transaction graph
to find the leaders. It sends to the parties their roles (i.e. leader,
follower, etc.), the parties that they will directly trade with and
the hash values for the leaders. Then, the parties can execute
the transaction with no coordination from the clearing service.
Further, the parties do not need to trust the clearing service as
they can check the validity of the contracts that they receive.

As we saw earlier, general transaction graphs may not be
strongly connected and may have sources or sinks. Thus, if the
contract creation starts from the feedback vertex set, it does
not necessarily propagate to all vertices and some contracts
may not be created. In particular, source vertices are not in
the feedback vertex set and do not have any incoming edges.
Therefore, contract creation does not propagate to sources.
Further, we note that parties can protect their outgoing assets
in two ways. The first is to be a leader, generate a secret, lock
the contract with its hash and keep the secret. The second
is to wait for all incoming contracts and then publish the
outgoing contracts with the same hashes collected from the
incoming contracts. Sources do not have any incoming edges.
Thus, the only way to protect their outgoing assets is to
include them in the leader set. More generally, a graph may
not have source vertices but its condensation has super-source
vertices. The vertices in a super-vertex are strongly connected
and are reachable from each other. We call a vertex in a
super-source, a pseudo-source. The market clearing service
can choose an arbitrary pseudo-source in each super-source
as a representative source. The leader set should include the
representative sources in addition to the feedback vertex set.

Fig. 4 presents the three phase protocol (3PP). In the first
phase, the contracts are created. In the second phase, leaders
in the feedback vertex set release their secrets and the secrets

are propagated. In the third phase the representative sources
send the collected secrets to the representative sinks and the
secrets are fully propagated.

Contract Creation. In the first phase (lines P1-P13) the
leaders issue their outgoing contracts (lines P2-P3) and wait
for their incoming contracts (line P4). A follower issues
outgoing contracts from himself once he observes all the
incoming contracts to him (lines P8-P11). Each party validates
its incoming contracts. The contracts should be paying the
right amount and protected by the hash values of the leaders.
Parties proceed only if the validation is successful (lines P5

and P10). Every contract is created with a timeout to return the
escrowed assets to the original owner if the transaction does
not proceed as expected. We will consider how the timeout
values are calculated after we see the structure of the protocol.

Representative sources kick-start the propagation in the
super-sources. Further, the order tie in cycles is broken by the
feedback vertex set and the representative sources. Therefore,
if all the parties comply with the protocol, contract creation
eventually propagates to the whole graph and all the contracts
are issued. However, the protocol looks out for deviation.
Before releasing the secrets in the next phases, the leaders
wait to receive their expected incoming contracts (line P4).
They stop if the incoming contracts are invalid (line P5). To
make sure that the contract creation has propagated throughout
the graph, representative sources wait and move to the next
phase only after sinks notify that they have received their
incoming contracts. More precisely, general graphs have super-
sinks. The market clearing service can choose an arbitrary
pseudo-sink in each super-sink as a representative sink. If
the representative sink can observe its incoming contracts,
the enclosing super-sink should have received its incoming
contracts. Further, as the vertices in a super-vertex are strongly
connected and are reachable from each other, the other pseudo-
sink vertices in the super-sink will eventually receive their
incoming contracts. Therefore, before moving to the next
phase, the representative sources wait to receive messages
from representative sinks (lines P6-P7). The representative
sinks send a message to the representative sources when
they receive their incoming contracts (lines P12-P13). The
representative sources authenticate their received messages
to ascertain the identity of the senders, using orthogonal
cryptographic mechanisms.

Secret Release and Propagation. In the second phase, the
secrets of the feedback vertex set are released and propagated

(lines P14-P18). In the first phase, the feedback vertex set has
observed that their expected incoming contracts are created.
Thus, they release their secrets on their incoming contracts
(lines P15-P16). Parties monitor their outgoing contracts. If a
party observes that a secret is applied to one of her outgoing
contracts, she applies it to her incoming contracts (lines P17-
P18). Parties have the incentive to apply secrets to their incom-
ing contracts to receive the assets. Therefore, the secret of each
leader in the feedback vertex set propagates from her to parties
reachable in the reverse order of contracts. To commit the
transaction, all of its contracts should be triggered. Therefore,
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Three-phase Protocol
THREE-PHASE PROTOCOL (3PP)
P1 . Phase 1: Contract Creation
P2 if (the party is a leader)
P3 Issue all the outgoing contracts.
P4 Wait for all the incoming contracts and validate them;
P5 on invalid incoming contracts, stop.
P6 if (the party is a representative source)
P7 Wait for messages from all representative sinks.
P8 else . the party is a follower

P9 Wait for all the incoming contracts and validate them;
P10 on invalid contracts, stop.
P11 Issue all the outgoing contracts.
P12 if (the party is a representative sink)
P13 Send messages to all representative sources.
P14 . Phase 2: Release and Propagation of Secrets
P15 if (the party is in the feedback vertex set)
P16 Release the secret on the incoming contracts.
P17 Apply every secret that appears on the
P18 outgoing contracts on the incoming contracts.
P19 . Phase 3: Relay and Propagation of Secrets
P20 if (the party is a representative source)
P21 Upon receipt of a secret, pass it to pseudo-sinks.
P22 else
P23 Apply secrets that are received from sources and
P24 from outgoing contracts to incoming contracts.

Fig. 4. Three-phase Transaction Protocol (3PP). The feedback vertex set, and
the representative sources and sinks are given by the market-clearing service.
The leader set is a feedback vertex set and representative sources.

assemble a transaction. Then, it analyses the transaction graph
to find the leaders. It sends to the parties their roles (i.e. leader,
follower, etc.), the parties that they will directly trade with and
the hash values for the leaders. Then, the parties can execute
the transaction with no coordination from the clearing service.
Further, the parties do not need to trust the clearing service as
they can check the validity of the contracts that they receive.

As we saw earlier, general transaction graphs may not be
strongly connected and may have sources or sinks. Thus, if the
contract creation starts from the feedback vertex set, it does
not necessarily propagate to all vertices and some contracts
may not be created. In particular, source vertices are not in
the feedback vertex set and do not have any incoming edges.
Therefore, contract creation does not propagate to sources.
Further, we note that parties can protect their outgoing assets
in two ways. The first is to be a leader, generate a secret, lock
the contract with its hash and keep the secret. The second
is to wait for all incoming contracts and then publish the
outgoing contracts with the same hashes collected from the
incoming contracts. Sources do not have any incoming edges.
Thus, the only way to protect their outgoing assets is to
include them in the leader set. More generally, a graph may
not have source vertices but its condensation has super-source
vertices. The vertices in a super-vertex are strongly connected
and are reachable from each other. We call a vertex in a
super-source, a pseudo-source. The market clearing service
can choose an arbitrary pseudo-source in each super-source
as a representative source. The leader set should include the
representative sources in addition to the feedback vertex set.

Fig. 4 presents the three phase protocol (3PP). In the first
phase, the contracts are created. In the second phase, leaders
in the feedback vertex set release their secrets and the secrets

are propagated. In the third phase the representative sources
send the collected secrets to the representative sinks and the
secrets are fully propagated.

Contract Creation. In the first phase (lines P1-P13) the
leaders issue their outgoing contracts (lines P2-P3) and wait
for their incoming contracts (line P4). A follower issues
outgoing contracts from himself once he observes all the
incoming contracts to him (lines P8-P11). Each party validates
its incoming contracts. The contracts should be paying the
right amount and protected by the hash values of the leaders.
Parties proceed only if the validation is successful (lines P5

and P10). Every contract is created with a timeout to return the
escrowed assets to the original owner if the transaction does
not proceed as expected. We will consider how the timeout
values are calculated after we see the structure of the protocol.

Representative sources kick-start the propagation in the
super-sources. Further, the order tie in cycles is broken by the
feedback vertex set and the representative sources. Therefore,
if all the parties comply with the protocol, contract creation
eventually propagates to the whole graph and all the contracts
are issued. However, the protocol looks out for deviation.
Before releasing the secrets in the next phases, the leaders
wait to receive their expected incoming contracts (line P4).
They stop if the incoming contracts are invalid (line P5). To
make sure that the contract creation has propagated throughout
the graph, representative sources wait and move to the next
phase only after sinks notify that they have received their
incoming contracts. More precisely, general graphs have super-
sinks. The market clearing service can choose an arbitrary
pseudo-sink in each super-sink as a representative sink. If
the representative sink can observe its incoming contracts,
the enclosing super-sink should have received its incoming
contracts. Further, as the vertices in a super-vertex are strongly
connected and are reachable from each other, the other pseudo-
sink vertices in the super-sink will eventually receive their
incoming contracts. Therefore, before moving to the next
phase, the representative sources wait to receive messages
from representative sinks (lines P6-P7). The representative
sinks send a message to the representative sources when
they receive their incoming contracts (lines P12-P13). The
representative sources authenticate their received messages
to ascertain the identity of the senders, using orthogonal
cryptographic mechanisms.

Secret Release and Propagation. In the second phase, the
secrets of the feedback vertex set are released and propagated

(lines P14-P18). In the first phase, the feedback vertex set has
observed that their expected incoming contracts are created.
Thus, they release their secrets on their incoming contracts
(lines P15-P16). Parties monitor their outgoing contracts. If a
party observes that a secret is applied to one of her outgoing
contracts, she applies it to her incoming contracts (lines P17-
P18). Parties have the incentive to apply secrets to their incom-
ing contracts to receive the assets. Therefore, the secret of each
leader in the feedback vertex set propagates from her to parties
reachable in the reverse order of contracts. To commit the
transaction, all of its contracts should be triggered. Therefore,
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Uniformity

• If all parties follow the protocol, all the assets 
should be transferred. 
• If any party deviates from the protocol, the 

conforming parties should not experience a loss.

End-to-end
• If the source parties pay, the sink parties are paid.

Guarantee Theorems
If the representative sources are conforming
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it to Alice. Alice compares the suggested bids and selects
the highest offer. Let’s assume that the highest bid of this
round is 3 bitcoins. Then, Alice notifies all parties that the
highest bid is 3 bitcoins. If no one suggests a higher price,
then David wins the auction as shown in Fig. 5b. In this case,
Alice creates a contract with the hash of the David’s secret
to pass her Cadilac to him. Then, David applies his secret to
the incoming contract to get the Cadilac and Alice learns the
secret and applies it to the contract coming from David to
get 3 bitcoins. The second case is that someone may want to
suggest a higher price. Fig. 5c is an example that Carol and
Bob want to increase the deposit of their contracts to 5 ethers
and 4 bitcoins respectively. Thus, the next round starts with
new offers. This process may repeat multiple times.

BC A
1

1

D

3

(a) First round of the auction

BC A
1

D

1
3

(b) First case for the first round
of the auction

BC A
4

D

3
5

(c) Second case for the first
round of the auction

Fig. 5. The auction graphs

1 contract EdgeContract {

2 address senderP, receiverP;

3 bytes20[] hashedSecret;

4 uint delta, diameter;

5 bool[] unlocked, leaders;

6 uint initTime;

7 uint256 amount;

8 function initiate() { /* initialize variables */ }

9 function redeem_path_i (bytes32 _secret, Sig _sig) {

10 /* The tail of receiverP of the path_i is the leader.

11 the length of the path_i is len. */

12 if (msg.sender == receiverP

13 & H(_secret) == hashedSecret[leader]

14 & verify(_sig, _secret)

15 & block.timestamp <

16 initTime + (diameter + len + 1) * delta)

17 unlocked[leader] = true;
18 }

19 function claim() {

20 if (msg.sender == receiverP

21 & foreach leader: unlocked[leader] == true)
22 Pay amount to receiverP;

23 }

24 function refund() {

25 if (msg.sender == senderP & exists leader:

26 /* with maximum length maxlen for paths to it */

27 unlocked[leader] == false
28 & block.timestamp >=

29 initTime + (diameter + maxlen + 1) * delta)

30 Pay amount to senderP;

31 } }

Fig. 6. Pseudo code of Smart Contract for an edge in Solidity.

1 function redeem_i (bytes32 _secret) {

2 /* leader generates the secret and maxLen

3 is maximum path length from source to leader. */

4 if (msg.sender == receiverP

5 & H(_secret) == hashedSecret[leader]

6 & block.timestamp <

7 initTime + (diameter + maxLen + 1) * delta)

8 unlocked[leader] = true;
9 }

Fig. 7. Special redeem function

TABLE I
EVALUATION OF XCHAIN

# #Nodes #Leaders Synthesis
Time (ms)

Average
Gas

Average
Price (Ether)

1 2 1 294 1400331 0.02801
2 3 1 324 1440434 0.02881
3 4 1 330 1722722 0.03445
4 5 1 310 1520925 0.03042
5 6 2 318 1673709 0.03347
6 7 2 343 1716544 0.03433
7 8 4 351 2070887 0.04142

V. IMPLEMENTATION

In this section, we present our synthesis tool called XCHAIN
and its experimental results. XCHAIN is a Java application
that takes the transaction graph as input. It also inputs the
address of each party in each blockchain. XCHAIN analyzes
and transforms the input graph and synthesizes contracts for
each edge of the transformed graph in the Solidity language
[6]. XCHAIN can be used by a market clearing service.

Given a transaction graph, XCHAIN performs the following
tasks in sequence: (1) It first finds the SCCs of the transaction
graph. (2) It then finds a feedback vertex set for each of the
SCCs using a 2-approximation algorithm [8]. (3) It calculates
the condensation graph, finds its sources and sinks and chooses
representative sources and sinks. (4) It determines the leader
set as the union of the feedback vertex set of each SCC and
representative sources. (5) It finds all the possible paths for
each of the parties to each of the leaders. As we saw in IV, for
the hashlock of each party for each leader, different timeouts
are set for different paths. (6) It generates hashed timelock
contracts in the Solidity language.

Fig 6 shows the outline of a contract that is generated for
each edge in Solidity (with pseudo-code for readability). The
contract has an initiate function that initializes the state of
the contract when the sender deploys it. It has multiple redeem
functions one for each path path i from the receiver party
to each leader. A redeem function gets the secret secret
of a leader and a hashkey sig as input. It checks that the
caller is the receiver party, the hash of secret is the known
hash value for leader, the hashkey sig can be decoded
back to the secret, and considering the length len of the
path, the hashkey has not timed out. If all the checks pass,
the hashlock of the leader is unlocked. The contract also has
a claim function for the receiver party to receive the asset.
If the caller is the receiver party, and the hashlock for all the
leaders are unlocked, then the receiver can claim the escrowed
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